Utility of the NIH Stroke Scale as a Predictor of Hospital Disposition
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**Background and Purpose**—Early identification of stroke patients in need of rehabilitation or long-term nursing facility (NF) care may promote more efficient use of health care resources and lead to better outcomes. The NIH Stroke Scale (NIHSS) is an attractive candidate predictor of disposition because it is widely used, is easily learned, and can be performed rapidly on admission.

**Methods**—We present a retrospective study of stroke patients admitted within 24 hours of symptom onset to a university hospital from March through June 2000. Medical records were reviewed for demographic information, stroke type, prestroke living arrangement and independence, initial NIHSS, and medical complications during hospitalization.

**Results**—Among 94 patients evaluated during the study period, 59% were discharged home, 30% to rehabilitation, and 11% to NF. In multivariate analyses, disposition was associated only with initial NIHSS. For each 1-point increase in NIHSS, the likelihood of going home was significantly reduced (odds ratio, 0.79; 95% CI, 0.70 to 0.89, \( P < 0.001 \)). Categorization of NIHSS was also predictive of disposition, with NIHSS ≤5 being most strongly associated with discharge home, NIHSS 6 to 13 with rehabilitation, and NIHSS >13 with NF (\( P < 0.001 \)). Although no other baseline characteristics predicted disposition, major medical complications during hospitalization tended to reduce the odds of going home (odds ratio, 0.30; 95% CI, 0.08 to 1.0, \( P = 0.07 \)).

**Conclusion**—The NIHSS predicts postacute care disposition among stroke patients. Predicting disposition on the first day of admission may facilitate the time-consuming and costly process of securing a bed at rehabilitation or NF, and perhaps decrease unnecessary length of stay in acute care settings. (Stroke. 2003;34:134-137.)
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Stroke usually requires hospitalization for emergent therapy, diagnostic evaluation, initiation of secondary preventative measures, and planning of the next level of care. Prolonged hospitalization is undesirable, however, because this postpones rehabilitation for the patient, exposes patients to the risk of nosocomial infections, inhibits mobilization, and increases costs. Nevertheless, delays are common and are related to the need for comprehensive assessments by physical, occupational, and speech therapists and approvals by patients/families, insurers, and rehabilitation sites prior to hospital discharge. If the process of assessment and approval were streamlined, patients could benefit by having more rapid access to aggressive rehabilitation, hospitals by having a bed available sooner, and third-party payers by paying for fewer days of hospital care. Early identification of stroke patients in need of rehabilitation or long-term nursing facility (NF) care thus may promote more efficient use of resources and improve outcomes.

The NIH Stroke Scale (NIHSS) is a quantitative measure of stroke-related neurologic deficit that has proven intra- and inter-rater reliability and has predictive validity for long-term stroke outcome.\(^1\)–\(^4\) It includes items to assess level of consciousness, gaze, visual fields, facial palsy, motor strength, ataxia, sensation, language, dysarthria, and extinction/inattention. It is an attractive candidate predictor of posthospital disposition because it is widely used, is easy to learn, and can be performed rapidly on admission. We hypothesized that the NIHSS in the first 24 hours after stroke onset could predict the next level of care after acute hospitalization.

**Subjects and Methods**

Patients with stroke were identified from inpatient logs at a single university hospital from March through June 2000. Medical records of all patients were reviewed, and they were included in the current analysis if evaluated within 24 hours of symptom onset and diagnosed with ischemic stroke or intracerebral hemorrhage. Patients with transient ischemic attack and subarachnoid hemorrhage were excluded. Subjects were also excluded if they resided in an NF prior to the stroke, were discharged against medical advice, eloped from the hospital, or died during hospitalization, as such cases are not helpful in determining typical disposition after stroke care. Medical records for all eligible patients were obtained and the following information was retrospectively collected: age; sex; race; independence prior to admission; living alone prior to admission; medical complications during hospitalization.
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The NIHSS scores ranged from 1 to 29 with a median of 5. At admission, 59% of patients were discharged home, 48% went to acute rehabilitation, and those with scores between 6 and 13 (moderate stroke) most frequently (48%) went to acute rehabilitation, and those with scores >13 (severe stroke) most often (50%) required NF placement. There were some notable outliers, including 2 patients with severe strokes who were taken home to be cared for by their families. These outliers were included in all analyses. In bivariate analyses, disposition was associated with initial NIHSS (P=0.005) and independence prior to stroke (P=0.015), but not with age, sex, race, living alone prior to stroke, or stroke type. In multivariate analysis, only initial NIHSS was associated with disposition. In this logistic regression model adjusted for age, sex, and race, for each 1-point increase in NIHSS, odds of discharge home were reduced by 21% (odds ratio [OR], 0.79; 95% CI, 0.70 to 0.89, P<0.001) while odds of NF placement increased by 39% (OR, 1.39; 95% CI, 1.13 to 1.72, P=0.002). However, the approach assumes that the NIHSS is linear and that all individual points in the NIHSS carry equal importance, which may not be true. A categorical approach may be more appropriate. Thus, when compared with patients with NIHSS ≤5, patients with NIHSS 6 to 13 were nearly 5 times more likely to be discharged to rehabilitation, and those with NIHSS >13 were nearly 10 times more likely to require rehabilitation and more than 100-fold more likely to be placed in an NF (see Table 2). Major complications occurred in a total of 20 patients (21%) and were multiple in 6 patients: 12 infections, 1 myocardial infarction, 6 recurrent strokes, and 8 cases of respiratory failure requiring mechanical ventilation. Major complications were significantly associated with increased NIHSS (P<0.001) and with disposition, such that the occurrence of any single complication reduced the odds of going home by 70% (OR, 0.30; 95% CI, 0.08 to 1.0, P=0.07), although this effect was of borderline statistical significance.

The median length of stay was 5 (range 1 to 30) days and the mean was 6.8±4.9 (SD) days. Length of stay was associated only with NIHSS (1.4 days longer per 5-point increase; 95% CI, 0.6 to 2.1 days, P<0.001) and major complications.
Discussion

This retrospective study supports the use of the NIHSS as an early predictor of disposition after acute hospitalization for stroke. In particular, patients with scores ≤5 can be expected to go home, those with scores >13 most often go to a nursing facility, and those with scores in between most often go to acute rehabilitation. Prior studies have demonstrated that the NIHSS is predictive of outcome measured 3 months after stroke, but little attention has been directed to the utility of this tool in predicting and potentially streamlining the process of discharge planning. While analyzing our data, an analysis of 910 survivors of first ischemic stroke in the Northern Manhattan Stroke Study (NOMASS) demonstrated that age and stroke severity were the major predictors of discharge destination, with NIHSS 6 to 13 most closely associated with subsequent rehabilitation and NIHSS >13 most predictive of discharge to a nursing home. However, the generalizability of the NOMASS analysis may be limited, considering that it began in 1990 and focused on a predominantly Hispanic population in a relatively small geographical area. Although our study population is smaller, we observed very similar NIHSS thresholds to predict disposition in a more recent analysis of patients with different racial/ethnic characteristics. Our study also offers limited generalizability because it is a single hospital-based study, but it is reassuring that our results are compatible with those of NOMASS.

Although it is not surprising that stroke severity is a major indicator of outcome, posthospital disposition, and resource utilization, few studies have been able to demonstrate that the initial deficit could quantifiably predict these subsequent parameters. Other stroke measurement scales have been examined in this context, but rarely as early as on admission to the hospital. For example, the NIHSS, Canadian Stroke Scale, and Middle Cerebral Artery Neurological Scale, measured within 72 hours of stroke onset, were all found to correlate with long-term outcome, but short-term outcomes and need for acute rehabilitation were not addressed. In this analysis, the NIHSS performed the best among these scales. In the Copenhagen Stroke Study, in which the Scandinavian Stroke Scale (SSS) was used to measure stroke severity, the SSS on admission was not predictive of poor outcome. Only severe strokes were included in this analysis, which could have limited the discriminatory properties of the analysis when baseline SSS was evaluated. However, improvement in the SSS during the first week after onset was found to correlate with functional outcome. Use of rehabilitation facilities was not evaluated in the Copenhagen Stroke Study because this was incorporated into the initial hospitalization in a stroke unit setting. In a population-based study in Rochester, Minnesota, a very severe stroke-related deficit, defined as a maximal (not necessarily onset) score of 4 or 5 on the modified Rankin Scale, was shown to correlate with subsequent long-term NF care. However, outcome after less severe stroke and the use of rehabilitation were not defined. Other studies that have attempted to predict recovery and nursing facility placement have done so in rehabilitation settings, often long after the initial stroke onset.

A relationship between poststroke medical complications and disposition was also demonstrated in this study. As expected, the development of complications reduced the odds of discharge home and extended the length of stay. Although the NIHSS offers an early estimation of disposition, complications typically alter the course of stay and discharge plans should be modified accordingly. Similarly, worsening or relapse after the initial presentation of the stroke would also be likely to impact disposition, but this was not accounted for in our analysis as we sought to identify a mechanism for very early prediction, in order to begin planning for discharge and the next level of hospital care. Further research should continue to refine and reevaluate the role of these other factors in the present analysis. Other demographic and clinical factors were not found to be predictive of disposition in this study. It is likely that the predictive value of these characteristics was overshadowed by the NIHSS and medical complications, both with regard to effect size and the power of the current analysis. Such other factors may still play a role in anticipating postacute care disposition, age in particular, as suggested by the analyses of NOMASS and the Copenhagen Stroke Study.

Our study has several potential limitations. The data were obtained from a single academic hospital setting and therefore may not be generalizable to other settings. The measurements of NIHSS were estimated retrospectively from medical records, and, although this approach has been shown to be reliable and valid, small errors in calculation could have impacted our results. Also, criteria for discharge to each destination were not clearly defined but were based on a composite of clinical and socioeconomic factors. Other potentially important factors such as insurance status and bed availability were not evaluated in this study. Although these parameters almost certainly affect disposition, they are not likely to be associated with NIHSS and therefore are unlikely to confound the primary results of the study. Our results are obtained from a retrospective analysis, and prospective validation is required before they can be considered for making decisions in clinical practice. In addition, further follow-up research may be warranted to identify the determinants of longer-term disposition, particularly after rehabilitation.

Early prediction of hospital disposition (at the time of admission) may allow discharge planning to begin immedi-
ately, accelerating the identification and approval of the next level of care. Using the NIHSS to provide an early indicator of subsequent disposition may streamline this process, shorten length of stay, and reduce costs for patients and their families, hospitals, and third-party payers. It may enable patients who are eligible for acute rehabilitation to enter such a program sooner and realize the potential benefits of early initiation of rehabilitation following stroke. Further evaluation is needed to determine if patients could be preapproved for the next level of care based on initial NIHSS scores, and if this reduces length of stay and costs. However, efforts must also be made to account for subsequent in-hospital events and for more refined assessments by therapists and rehabilitation specialists in making final discharge decisions.
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